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So you wrote a book. That's unbelievable! So much time and effort goes into every written page. Unfortunately, that's only part of the job. To ensure that your book will be successful, you need to present it in the best possible way. We are here to help with our handy list of the 50 best InDesign book templates! InDesign is the best tool to develop your book into a polished and
finished product. If you have struggled with Word, specifically with text styling, page size, page numbering, chapter, section, place images, etc., you will find InDesign to be super easy much much better to work with. InDesign may actually be the only tool that ensures that you can achieve a professional book, after you get sent to the original learning curve. You don't believe me?
Download InDesign at this link and get a free 7-day trial. To get the best out of this trial check out our post with the best on-demand online courses for InDesign, one of which will help you get started in just 30 minutes! Now that I've sold you on InDesign, let's get back to our list, and I'm sure you'll soon notice that InDesign templates are the easiest to use. I've checked them one-
by-one and divided them into a few groups according to their purpose and type. Adobe InDesign translation made it easy invite co-workers and translators to translate your InDesign files online. Change the language of your files without having to fix the layout again. TRY NOW Multipurpose InDesign Book TemplatesMake your words pop with this bold typographical style! This
book template has an innovative layout that revolves around photo backgrounds. However, the text really stands out, making your words come to life. The vintage book template to make any author's dreams come true! Its appearance is classic and timeless yet versatile and unique. You can't go wrong with a choice like this. A new take on the classic book template. Uncomplicated
yet captivating, it's perfect for any story you want to tell. Let your readers dive into the blue in their layout. Modern and elegant, this is one our favorite InDesign book templates. It has a simple yet impressive layout. Specifically, the image placement and the headlines really make the work stand out. This visually stunning book template balances images and text perfectly. What
really catches the eye are the big chapter numbers. It's a simple but effective way to draw the reader's attention. The purple accents in this book template may seem like a small detail, but they make it quite unique. Otherwise standard and completely editable, this book template is sure to leave its mark! I know right? The pop artists themselves would be shocked by this book
template. It's fun and creative without taking attention away from the written text. Give your work an exciting frame and choose this templateThis layout, out of the InDesign book templates seen so far, is more suitable for visually oriented work. Although, while the image placement dominant, there is still a lot of room for text. Text. this template and let the world see your work. The
red accent on this book template is a bold statement. The layout and image placement are also visually captivating. Dare to choose this from all InDesign book templates! The square design of this book really makes it stand out from the crowd. The image placement is dominant, leaving less space for text. Similarly, the color palette has a large role in the structure of this template.
If you are looking for something unique, look no further. Stylish and elegant, black and white. This book layout doesn't play with colors, but it doesn't play around either! The layout is practical and versatile, and the overall feel is timeless. This fully editable book template has a more traditional feel to it. But the blue accents and yellow details really help the content stand out. You
can't go wrong if you choose this from all InDesign book templates! This dreamy color palette is sure to really bring out your content. This book template is unique to its landscape orientation, and smart image placement. In addition, it is completely editable! This is the most sensitive of the InDesign book templates in this list to date! The brown and white color palette really gives it a
stylish and elegant feel. The layout is perfectly balanced and will make your content look great. A more traditional template, this book layout still manages to leave its mark through the yellow accents that characterize it. Similarly, its typographical style is unique and creative. Let yourself be charmed by this simple but striking layout. This book template is amazing. First of all, the
color palette is bold yet delicate. Similarly, the layout is very well organized. It has the perfect balance between slide placement and descriptive text. Choose this from our list of 50 best InDesign book templates! Dare to be bold! Choose this book template with alternating white and red backgrounds and really wow your readers. This layout is fully editable, with room for both text
and images. In other words, it has everything you need! Last but certainly not least, this template really has it all! Specifically, it's a bundle that includes a book and ebook template, mockups, cover templates and more. The design is antique and classic, making it extremely versatile. It just might be the best of our list of InDesign book templates! Go back to the Cookbook
TemplatesWarm selection and simply, like chocolate chip cookies fresh out of the oven! This cookbook template has everything you could ever need and will frame your content in a traditional and classic way. This blue and red cookbook template puts the spotlight on your food! The image placement is dominant, but the color palette frames everything elegantly. A truly beautiful
template! The bold typography is toned down by tan accents. As a result, this cookbook is both edgy and delicious. After all, we all know a good recipe needs both sugar and spice! This amazing cookbook template wow your reader with its meticulous details. The layout is very versatile and easy to read. Equally important is the color palette and typography, they tie the whole
template together! Look at this amazing green textured template. The design very captivating and the layout is practical and versatile. Choose this template and your food will be front and center! The bold white text on the black backgrounds of this cookbook is stunning and captivating. Go for class and elegance with this amazing template! This minimalist design will flawlessly
frame your recipes. It has a beautiful and versatile layout paired with bold typography. Do I need to say more? A simple cookbook template with a clean and captivating design. Neatly structured, this layout will make your recipes stand out and keep the reader engaged! Last but not least in this cookbook section is this beautiful orange and green accent template. The recipes come
to life thanks to its captivating and completely editable layout. If you couldn't find the right cookbook template, you should check our list of 50 Fresh InDesign Cookbook Templates – you'll find the best 50 templates I found online! I hope it helps! Go back to the selection Children's Book Templates Your Heart soar through the pages of this book. Its traditional layout will remind you
of simpler times, when all you needed were great stories with beautiful illustrations. This colorful children's book template is sure to entertain your small readers. The layout is versatile and completely editable and the images are really eye-catching! With and illustrated book template like this you will win over all children! The colors are bright and captivating and the layout is
exceptional. You don't go wrong if you choose this from our InDesign book templates! Go back to the sample Multipurpose InDesign Ebook TemplatesWith this ebook you will feel that you are actually turning pages. The little illustration details, and the classic layout, give this template a hard copy feel! Dare I say that? Less is more! This ebook layout has everything you need
without any disturbing details. Let the words speak for themselves! A captivating ebook with a beautiful color palette. The layout of this template is versatile and unique. Similarly, the typography and teal details really grab readers' attention. This may just be the e-book you're looking for! This simple ebook template is sure to give you everything you need. Its layout is
straightforward and versatile, and the teal accents give it a splash of color. Elegant and elegant, this fashion-inspired ebook template is completely editable. The layout is perfect for balancing text and images, while typography is elegant. Overall, it's a really good choice! Don't be afraid to make a bold statement with this ebook template. The overall design is very contemporary,
namely because of the typography and the black framing of the text. The image placement is really captivating too. So, what are you waiting for? Amaze readers with this beautiful template. It is completely editable, with a versatile layout and bold typography. In addition, the image placement is very well organized. Other ebooks will fade in comparison to yours! Go back to the
InDesign Photobook Templates selectionGive your photos an elegant frame with this photo book. The tasteful color palette and the versatile layout will put your images in the spotlight! Striking black and white, this photo book is in itself a work of art. Minimalist, unique and versatile, this layout can suit all your needs! Simple yet elegant, this template has it all! The page layout is very
versatile, giving you enough space for both photos of any size and descriptive text. Perfect to show off your work! This versatile layout really catches the eye with its color palette. The dark green and yellow play off each other in the most elegant way. Give your photos a beautiful frame, and choose this template! Delicious yet bold, this template is truly extraordinary. The soft color
palette is balanced out by the striking typography and innovative layout. Choose this photo book and you choose to stand out! Classic with a twist! This square photo book layout may seem quite traditional at first glance, but the green accents and decorative details really make it unique. In addition, the structure is very versatile and completely editable. In other words, it has
everything you could ever need! Go back to the free InDesign Book templatesClassic, simple and versatile selection. This book layout may be basic, but it will meet all your needs. In other words, it's a choice you won't regret. Who said food had to be serious? Have some fun with your recipes and choose this whimsical template! Give your recipes the style they deserve! This
cookbook template has an elegant and modern layout. Immediately, the yellow details grab your attention, while well structured content warms your heart. More on the traditional page, this template is the right choice for you if you're looking for something simple. Let the words speak for themselves! This simple book template is great for nonfiction. The layout is versatile but simple,
and it's quick and easy to customize. Perfect for no-nonsense writers. A simple book. The name says it all. Who needs distracting colors or weird layouts, when all you care about is the words? Select this template and concentrate on your work. Classical means timeless. Make sure your work passes the test of time with this uncomplicated template. No colors that may go out of
style, no weird typography, no unusual layout. Just you, your words, your legacy. Go back to the Search for more Book and Ebook Templates choiceWe carefully selected all the templates you found in this list, but if you couldn't find a template that you liked, try using the form below to browse 3,000+ high-quality inDesign templates. ConclusionHere you are, at the end of our top
50 list. We hope you have found something your work shine! Stefano has worked with several medium-to-large InDesign projects for Alstom, DeLonghi, Philips and many others before redokun started in 2015. As Redokun's co-founder, Stefano spends most of his time helping customers optimize their InDesign workflow. He also holds in-house InDesign courses for companies in
the Venice, Italy area. Area.
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